Director for the Center for Teaching Excellence (CTE) at Xavier University shares the latest updates on remote teaching in summer courses.

Resources for Remote Teaching in Summer 2020

- The CTE Newsletter will resume a weekly publication schedule that will continue throughout the summer beginning today.
- These weeklong workshops will guide you through the process of developing a remote course module and teach you options for delivering your content.

Webinar: Advanced Exam Features for AEBN

- Kandi Stinson, PhD, CTE Faculty Director and Professor of Sociology, will discuss the advanced exam features for AEBN.

Support from ID&T and DMS

- Sharon Blake, MA, Administrative Assistant, CTE and IRB, can provide assistance with using VidGrid and developing video usage strategies.
- Cara Pickett, PhD, CTE Administrative Director, can provide support from ID&T and DMS.
- Kandi Stinson, PhD, CTE Faculty Director and Professor of Sociology, can provide support you during the summer and beyond!

Summer Writing Assistance for Students

- The Writing Center and Office of Academic Support (OAS) are collaborating to offer remote writing assistance from an experienced tutor for students enrolled in summer courses at Xavier.

For more information on and contact information for the ID&T and DMS team, visit www.xavier.edu/tutor.

IOCD and APEX Preparation

- If your summer course has already begun, it is recommended that you self-load into your course to help with course materials and planning.
- If your primary goal is to prepare your courses for the possibility of remote teaching described above, being developed to start in early June. Look for more information and instructions for signing up soon. If you want to begin building your course before the workshops, learning community. Look for more information and instructions for signing up.
- If your summer course is an online, asynchronous, self-paced course (such as a workshop in the IOCD program or APEX, or is a summer course), IOCD is your best option. At IOCD, you will complete a remote course module and receive support from a learning facilitator to help you think through delivering content.
- If you want to develop a fully online, primarily asynchronous, course, use APEX to load your course into the ID&T online learning environment. For more information on the IOCD program, contact Kandi Stinson, PhD, at kandistinson@xavier.edu. For more information on APEX, contact Sharon Blake, MA, at sharon.blake@xavier.edu.

Zoom Webinar: Engaging Synchronous Class Sessions

- If you are teaching in the second half of the summer and plan to use synchronous Zoom sessions, a series of workshops on remote teaching that are being developed to start in early June. For more information, contact Sharon Blake, MA, at sharon.blake@xavier.edu.

For more information, contact Kandi Stinson, PhD, at kandistinson@xavier.edu.